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standard 3040
velvet corduroy 3012

glimmer 3006
nook 3906





A collection inspired by the performance 
materials of uniforms worn by heroes, 
both imagined and real.

Left : Armor [ca. 1525 and later]
Helmet, pauldrons, and vambraces attributed to Kolman Helmschmid German

Right : Armor [ca. 1400–1450 and later]
Italian

www.metmuseum.org



extra-ordinary.
Introducing Standard, Velvet Corduroy, Glimmer and Nook.

YES

California Prop 65 compliant
bleach treatable
alcohol treatable
hydrogen peroxide treatable
quaternary ammonium treatable
stain resistant
ink resistant 

NO

PVC
PFAS
DMF
phthalates
heavy metals
antimicrobials
flame retardants
formaldehyde 



standard: 
anything but.



The touch of a fine, wool suit.



Standard’s geometric pattern can play 
the lead role...





or a supporting role - it’s up to you.





performance with 
less chemistry? 

yes, please. 



No topical 
thanks engineered yarns!

Nothing shallow about 
performance at the r level.

Poly and acrylic re specially 
engineered to be super smooth.  

A smoother surface keeps dirt 
and stains off. Easier to clean too!

Topical  this 
evel.



velvet corduroy: 
high pile, 
high performance.



This plush to-the-touch performer is 
on-trend and tough. 



Velvet Corduroy pairs a high pile profile 
with high performance for a luxe new 
look that will stay that way.





bleach treatable, 
you know it. 



Easy to clean! Finish-free! Prop 65 compliant! High abrasion! Luxurious hand, what’s not to love?



glimmer: 
glow on.



Glimmer has the subtle, metallic glow of raw silk 
but here’s the thing: it’s decked out in a tough  
topcoat that stands up to whatever comes its way.





Glimmer’s silicone finish is the sustainable, cost- 
effective textile topper that elevates the value of this 
elegant go-with performer. 



not just another 
pretty face.







nook:
hello, hybrid.



Ready for anything, 
Nook comes dressed in  
a silicone topcoat.



Nook’s silicone topper is an affordable, sustainable  
solution that allows soft-looking fabrics to play hard. 



can one fabric 
have it all?

oh yes.
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